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Consultant’s Corner Page 20

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters & Ground Fault Protection – What’s The Difference?
addresses the difficulty that installers of electrical equipment have in differentiating

between ground fault circuit interrupters and ground fault protection as well as the

difference between a typical overcurrent device and ground fault protection devices.

Electrical Safety Measures Page 25

CSA Z462 Workplace electrical safety, 2018 Edition provides two methods to

determine “additional protective measures.” The author outlines a detailed step by

step process to follow when using the “Arc Flash PPE Category Method” to determine

PPE requirements, working distance and arc flash boundary distance for an energized

electrical work task.

The LED Tipping Point Effect: Page 30
How Widespread Adoption Of LED Lighting
Technologies Gave Way To Vendor Neutrality

The opportunity to dramatically increase energy efficiencies has made vendor

neutrality, the practice of using products from multiple manufacturers in a single

solution or application, the most desirable approach as the lighting industry rapidly

transitioned from metal-halide and fluorescent lighting technologies to LED.

The Right LED Retrofit Strategy: Page 36
Lamps, Kits Or Luminaires?

Whether using replacement lamps, retrofit kits, or new luminaires, retrofitting to

LED will save a building owner or tenant money over the long term. As there is no

one-size-fits-all LED solution, commercial building owners and customers should

consider multiple strategies.

Intelligent Heating, A Key Vector Page 42
For Energy Efficiency

In addition to the different choices of electric heating, the intelligence of the control

and sensors used play a key role in  reducing the load and energy consumption of

residential electric heating without compromising the comfort of the occupant.

Cover:  

Our cover represents the theme of the September/October issue,
specifically the articles on the widespread adoption of LED lighting
technologies and choosing the right LED lighting retrofit strategy.
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On September 30th, Hydro-Québec

commemorated the 50th anniversary of

the Daniel-Johnson dam, the world’s

highest multiple-arch-and-buttress dam.

Located 214 kilometres north of Baie-

Comeau on the Manicouagan River, the

dam symbolizes Quebec’s entry into

modern times and is an iconic symbol of

hydropower throughout the world.

At the time, construction of the dam

represented the largest worksite in North

America with a total of 12,900 employees

and used 2.2 million cubic metres of

concrete – enough to build a sidewalk

between the North and South Pole.

“The construction of Daniel-Johnson

dam is one of Quebec’s greatest indus-

trial feats. Hydro-Québec’s reputation

as a world leader in hydropower gener-

ation and distribution is thanks to the

boldness of such a monumental project

and the Quebec government’s keen

vision for this resource in our economic

development,” said Minister of Energy

and Natural Resources, Jonatan Julien.

“The jobsite and its numerous techni-

cal achievements earned Quebec engi-

neering recognition on the international

stage. We can be proud that, 50 years

later, the dam and the generating sta-

tions of Manic-5 continue to help supply

Quebec and northeastern North America

with clean energy.” added Éric Martel,

President and CEO of Hydro-Québec.

Since the dam was commissioned,

Manic-5 and Manic-5-PA generating sta-

tions have generated 322 TWh of elec-

tricity, which is more than the amount

used by the United Kingdom and its 65

million inhabitants in a single year.

The dam was named after Daniel

Johnson Sr., who launched the con-

struction work in 1959 when he was

Minister of Water Resources. Mr.

Johnson, who subsequently became

the Premier of Quebec, passed away the

night before the official inauguration on

September 26, 1968. The event finally

took place one year later and the dam

has borne his name ever since.

To mark the dam’s 50th anniversary.

Jonatan Julien, Éric Martel, and the

Manicouagan Regional County Munici-

pality prefect,  Marcel Furlong, joined

Hydro-Québec employees in leaving

their handprints in a concrete block that

will be placed on the site as a monument

symbolizing the collective memory.
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Hydro-Québec Celebrates 50th
Anniversary Of Daniel-Johnson Dam 

ASCO Power Switching & Controls
A global leader in maximizing availability,

capacity and efficiency of critical infrastructure.

88%* of engineers agree —
Selective coordination requires choice, not compromise

ASCO invites you to explore
3 to 18 cycle and 30 cycle power transfer switches

Selective coordination demands the ability to choose. After all, since no two emergency and 
backup power systems are alike, why settle for a cookie-cutter selective coordination design?

ASCO, (800) 800-ASCO (2726), ascoapu.com, customercare@asco.com

ASCO Power Transfer Switches:

•      Satisfy the demands of unique applications with 
          a 30-cycle option

•      Truly optimize selective coordination for what the 
          application requires (typically an 18-cycle transfer switch)
•      Provide a cost effective solution by utilizing 
          3 to 18 cycle ratings

          test criteria

Compare power transfer switches for selective 
coordination applications. Then, select ASCO.

survey.

© Hydro-Québec
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Nanticoke Powerhouse
Safely Demolished

On August 22nd, Ontario Power Gen-

eration (OPG) safely demolished the

powerhouse of the former Nanticoke

Generating Station (GS), which was at

one time the largest coal-fired plant in

the world. The site on the north shore of

Lake Erie has been transformed into

OPG’s first-ever solar facility.

OPG and its partners, Six Nations of

the Grand River Development Corpora-

tion and the Mississaugas of the Credit

First Nation, developed the 44-

megawatt solar facility on time and on

budget. The facility went into service

on March 29th. Nanticoke Solar is the

fourth OPG First Nations partnership.

Located near Port Dover, the former

Nanticoke Generating Station produced

power for more than 40 years and at

peak capacity, the facility could power a

city the size of Toronto. Nanticoke

burned its last piece of coal on Decem-

ber. 31, 2013 and demolition of the

stacks occurred on February 28, 2018.

“The closure of Nanticoke Generating

Station remains one of North America’s

single largest climate change initiatives,”

said Mike Martelli, OPG President of

Renewable Generation.”

Boralex Repowers Its
Buckingham Power Station;
Doubles Installed Capacity

Boralex Inc. announced that it is

repowering its Buckingham power sta-

tion in Quebec.“Repowering” or refur-

bishment means replacing and upgrad-

ing existing equipment. Installed capac-

ity at the Buckingham power station

has now been increased from 10 MW to

20 MW, raising Boralex’s worldwide

installed capacity to 2,013 MW. The

power station will generate an average

of 50% more energy thanks to the more

efficient use of hydropower made pos-

sible by the increase in capacity.

Located in Quebec’s Outaouais region,

the power station was built in 1913 and

initially upgraded by Boralex in 1994.

The facility’s first 25-year power pur-

chase agreement with Hydro-Québec ran

from 1994 to 2019, and has been

renewed to 2038.

Work at the site began in June 2018

and continued without interruption until

the commissioning. Most of the work

was done by the Kiewit construction

company with assistance from several

subcontractors. Four of Buckingham’s

five turbines were replaced by Litostroj

bulb turbine-generators. The fifth tur-

bine was kept since it is still adequate

for power station purposes. The project

was built and commissioned on time.

Replacement of the four turbines

doubled the power station’s installed

capacity, which will add approximately

$5 million to the Corporation’s annual

EBITDA(A).

TransAlta And SemCAMS
To Construct And Own New
Cogen Plant In Alberta

TransAlta Corporation (TransAlta)

and SemCAMS Midstream ULC (Sem-

CAMS), a subsidiary of SemGroup

Corporation announced that they have

entered into definitive agreements to

develop, construct and operate a new

cogeneration facility at the Kaybob

South No. 3 sour gas processing plant.

The Kaybob facility is strategically

located in the Western Canadian Sedi-

mentary Basin and accepts natural gas

production out of the Montney and

Duvernay formations. TransAlta will

construct the cogeneration plant which

will be jointly owned, operated and

maintained with SemCAMS. The capi-

tal cost of the new cogeneration facility

is expected to be approximately $105

million and the project is expected to

deliver approximately $18 million in

annual EBITDA. TransAlta will be

responsible for all capital costs during

construction and, subject to the satis-

faction of certain conditions, Sem-

CAMS will purchase a fifty percent

(50%) interest in the new cogeneration

facility as of the commercial operation

date, which is targeted for late 2021.

The highly efficient cogeneration

facility will have an installed capacity

of 40 MW. All of the steam production

and approximately half of the electricity

output will be contracted to SemCAMS

under a 13-year fixed price contract. The

remaining electricity generation will be

sold into the Alberta Power market by

TransAlta. The agreement contemplates

an automatic 7-year extension subject to

certain termination rights. The develop-

ment of the cogeneration facility at Kay-

bob South No. 3 will eliminate the need

for traditional boilers and reduce annual

carbon emissions of the operation by

approximately 100,000 tonnes CO2e,

which is equivalent to removing 20,000

vehicles off Alberta roads.

Canada’s Largest First Nation
Wind Project Completed

Pattern Energy Group LP (Pattern

Development) and Nigig Power Corpo-

ration announced completion of the 300-

megawatt Henvey Inlet Wind power

facility in Ontario. Pattern Development

and Nigig Power Corporation, a wholly-

owned subsidiary of Henvey Inlet First

Nation, are joint venture partners in the

facility, which is located on Henvey Inlet

First Nation Reserve No. 2, on the north-

east shore of Georgian Bay.

“This landmark project is a first on

many fronts: largest single-phase wind

facility in Canada, largest on-reserve

wind installation in the country, and the

first to develop a First Nation Environ-

mental Stewardship Regime under the

First Nations Lands Management Act,”

said Mike Garland, CEO of Pattern

Development. “It’s an honour to partner

with Henvey Inlet First Nation on this

historic project that created hundreds of

local jobs and is now providing a strong

new source of revenue for the First

Nation. Renewables are helping to

reduce the impact on our environment

caused by climate change and this new

facility is now generating clean, home-

grown energy for 100,000 homes each

year without any harmful emissions.”

Henvey Inlet Wind utilizes 87 Vestas

3.45 MW turbines with a 136-meter

rotor diameter and 132-meter hub

height. A 104-kilometre transmission

line delivers electricity generated by

the facility to the Ontario electricity

grid. Henvey Inlet Wind has a 20-year
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Power Purchase Agreement with the

Independent Electricity System Opera-

tor (IESO) for 100% of its production.

At the peak of construction, there were

approximately 1,000 workers on site.

Nearly one-third of construction workers

were First Nations citizens. Now opera-

tional, Henvey Inlet Wind employs up to

20 permanent full-time staff and is

expected to create demand for more than

100 ongoing indirect workers, including

maintenance contractors.

Solar PV Manufacturers Eye
Operational Efficiencies
Gained From Smart Solutions

As solar photovoltaics (PVs) transi-

tion from a subsidy-dependent market to

a subsidy-free, grid-parity market, solar

power manufacturers will increasingly

employ smart solutions to improve oper-

ational efficiency and reduce overall

operation and maintenance costs. This

trend, along with the demand for solar

PV with storage, is expected to drive the

$38.38 billion market toward $44.82 bil-

lion by 2025. Although it experienced a

decline in 2018 with a total added capac-

ity of 89.5 GW compared to 101.8 GW

in 2017, it is likely to recover to reach

128.3 GW in 2025.

“Solar PV manufacturers are enhanc-

ing their service offerings to include

Internet of Things (IoT)-powered solu-

tions and storage capabilities while inte-

grating all upstream and downstream

capacities,” said Sama Suwal, Energy &

Environment Research Analyst at Frost

& Sullivan. “To bolster their technology

portfolio and expand their presence in

emerging countries, they are actively

seeking partnerships, collaborations,

and M&A opportunities.”

Frost & Sullivan’s recent analysis,

Global Solar PV Power Market, Forecast
to 2025, examines the growth trends for

solar power in developed and develop-

ing markets, including North America,

Europe, Asia-Pacific, China, India,

Latin America, Africa, and the Middle

East. It analyzes the key companies,

products, and applications and the driv-

ers and restraints that will affect them

in the future. It covers the project types

of utility-scale, commercial & indus-

trial, and residential.

For more information on this analysis,

visit http://frost.ly/3t8.

Pabineau First Nation Wind
To Provide Clean Energy
For New Brunswick Homes

Investing in projects that promote

clean energy solutions is key to creating

a strong low-carbon economy and sus-

tainable future for generations to come.

Pabineau First Nation, in partnership

with Natural Forces, is developing and

constructing a single turbine wind proj-

ect located approximately four kilome-

ters southwest of Richibucto, New

Brunswick. The project consists of a 3.5

megawatt turbine that will be connected

to the existing electrical infrastructure

and is projected to supply enough elec-

tricity to power approximately 900

homes. The partnership between the

First Nation and Natural Forces has also

secured a 25-year Power Purchase

Agreement with NB Power. 

Indigenous Services Canada provided

$1 million under the Community Oppor-

tunity Readiness Program to support

Pabineau First Nation’s ownership in the

wind project with Natural Forces. The

project will provide stable revenue for the

First Nation as guaranteed by the Power

Purchase Agreement. The project will also

create full-time jobs throughout its con-

struction and operation and will contribute

to community economic development.

Post-Vehicle Value Of
Retired EV Batteries

The rapid penetration of electric vehi-

cles (EVs) has led to questions on its

most expensive component – the bat-

tery. What happens to the batteries after

8-10 years of service when they retire

from EVs due to capacity fade? Volk-

swagen announced their ambitious tar-

get to build a million EVs by 2025 and

has already got a plan for their used EV

batteries. Earlier this year, Volkswagen

unveiled its “power bank for the e-car”,

a mobile rapid charger consisting of up

to 360kWh second-life EV batteries that

can charge up to four vehicles simulta-

neously. The second-life battery pow-

ered mobile charging stations provide a

flexible and cost-efficient approach to

the rapid expansion of the charging

infrastructure, according toVolkswagen.

After 8 to 10 years of service in EVs,

batteries are normally retired due to

faded capacity and power that fail to

meet the range requirement of electric

vehicles. According to IDTechEx’s latest

report on “Second-life Electric Vehicle
Batteries 2020-2030”, there will be over

6 million battery packs retiring from

electric vehicles per year by 2030. Recy-

cling to extract raw materials from the

spent batteries seems to be the default

option. However, those used batteries

could still retain up to 70-80% of the

original capacity that can be further uti-

lized in less-demanding applications

such as stationary energy storage, before

being recycled. Major OEMs and energy

storage companies have launched vari-

ous pilot and business initiatives to
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explore second-life applications for used

EV batteries.

By 2030, second-life battery capacity

will hit over 275GWh per year which

presents huge opportunities for energy

storage, according to the IDTechEx

report. However, many technical, eco-

nomic and regulatory challenges exist

that might make it difficult for compa-

nies to profit from second-life batteries.

The report offers an in-depth analysis of

key technologies, players, challenges

and market opportunities across the sec-

ond-life battery value chain. Based on

conversations with global leading play-

ers in the second-life battery area, this

report predicts the market size and

analyses the major market trends of sec-

ond-life batteries over the next decade.

Signify To Acquire 
Cooper Lighting Solutions 

Signify, the world leader in lighting,

announced that it has entered into a

definitive agreement with Eaton to

acquire Cooper Lighting Solutions for

USD 1.4 billion in cash. Closing is sub-

ject to regulatory approvals and other

customary conditions and is expected

to take place in the first quarter of 2020.

Cooper Lighting Solutions, head-

quartered in Peachtree City, Georgia is

a leading provider of professional light-

ing, lighting controls, and connected

lighting. The business offers a large

breadth of products and applications,

both in the indoor and outdoor seg-

ments, sold under renowned brands in

North America including Corelite,

Halo, McGraw-Edison, Metalux. The

company sells its lighting portfolio

through a strong agent network and has

direct relationships with retailers, dis-

tributors and other end-user customers. 

This acquisition is fully in line with

Signify’s strategy to expand in attrac-

tive markets, enhancing Signify’s posi-

tion in the North American market and

improving the business mix.

Together, the two businesses will be

better positioned to benefit from the

growing USD 12 billion professional

lighting market in North America,

driven by the continued conversion to

LED and the increased demand for con-

nected lighting systems and controls.

Signify and Cooper Lighting will

maintain separate front offices: sales

forces, agent networks, product and brand

portfolios, marketing and product devel-

opment teams. Both businesses will be

able to strengthen their respective product

portfolios, benefitting from an increased

power of innovation as well as more com-

petitive and cost-efficient offerings.

Acuity Brands Acquires
The Luminaires Group

Acuity Brands, Inc. announced that its

wholly-owned subsidiary, Acuity Brands

Lighting, Inc., has entered into a pur-

chase agreement to acquire all of the

equity interests of The Luminaires Group

(TLG), a leading provider of specifica-

tion-grade luminaires for commercial,

institutional, hospitality and municipal

markets, all of which complement the

company’s current and dynamic lighting

portfolio. TLG’s indoor and outdoor

lighting fixtures are marketed to archi-

tects, landscape architects, interior

designers and engineers through five

niche lighting brands: a-light, Cyclone,

Eureka, Luminaire LED and Luminis.

TLG generates annual sales of approx-

imately $100 million and employs over

350 associates located across five loca-

tions in the U.S. and Canada with each

TLG brand having its own niche focus.

Terms of the purchase agreement

were not disclosed. 

Power Survey And Power
Standards Lab Has Been 
Rebranded As Powerside

Power Survey and Power Standards

Lab, pioneers in Power Intelligence™,

announced the rebranding of their busi-

nesses as Powerside. This change

strengthens the companies’ shared com-

mitment to providing an integrated

range of power monitoring, analysis,

and correction products and services,

for OEM, C&I, and utility customers.

“Together, we have a great legacy, an

exciting growth strategy, and a strong

core team,” said Vikas Desai, President

and CEO of Powerside. “Since the two

companies combined in 2017, we have

focused on leveraging our products,

expertise, and organization to create a

unified offering of Power Intelligence

solutions.”

Visit www.powerside.com to explore

the company’s complete line of power

monitoring, analysis, and correction

products and services.

General Contractor 
Guilty Of Conducting 
Illegal Electrical Work

On September 9th, A+ Development

and Management Corporation and the

company’s director pleaded guilty and

were convicted in Ontario Court of Jus-

tice, Toronto Region, for operating an

electrical contracting business without a

licence and failing to apply for electrical

inspection. A+ Development was sen-

tenced to a total fine of $10,000 plus a

$2,500 victim surcharge. The director

was given a suspended sentence.

A+ Development, which operates as

a general contractor, was hired to com-

plete a full renovation of 92 units in a

residential building. A+ Development

failed to hire a Licensed Electrical Con-

tractor (LEC) for the electrical work

performed as part of the renovation

contract and did not apply for inspec-

tion of electrical work.

Following the ESA investigation and

charges, A+ Development voluntarily

hired an LEC to rectify all electrical

defects and arranged for the ESA to

conduct a follow-up electrical inspec-

tion of the 92 units which resulted in

ESA Certificates of Inspection.

“Illegal electrical work does not save

time or money, and it puts Ontarians’

safety at risk,” says Steve Smith, Gen-

eral Manager for Central Region, Elec-

trical Safety Authority. “Electrical

safety is everyone’s responsibility, and

general contractors and property own-

ers alike should take great care in

ensuring that renters in Toronto have a

safe place to call home.”

Visit findacontractor.esasafe.com to

verify or find a Licensed Electrical

Contractor in Ontario.
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OUELLET CANADA INC. General

Manager, Louis Beaulieu, announces

the appointment of Owen Suchar to the

position of National Sales Manager for

the United States at Ouellet Canada Inc.

Owen has been

with the com-

pany since Sep-

tember 2015

and in that time

has developed

considerable

expertise in

m a n a g i n g

major accounts

on both sides of

the border. For

the past few years he has been Territory

Manager for the Canadian prairies and

Chicago area. Owen has over 20 years

experience in business development and

technical fields. He continues to strive to

improve and learn new ideas and will

relish the challenge of this new role.

Owen will work to sustain and acceler-

ate the strong growth Ouellet has

enjoyed in the U.S. market over the past

few years. Headquartered in l’Islet,

Quebec, Ouellet Canada Inc. develops,

manufactures and markets electric heat-

ing products throughout North Amer-

ica, Europe and Asia.

VISCOR INC. Customer Service

Manager, Gurpreet Nijjar, announces

that Iris Bravo has joined the Viscor

Customer Service and Inside Sales

Department. Iris has more than 10 years

of extensive sales support and expertise

in the cooling and air conditioning

industry. In her role as a customer serv-

ice and inside sales representative, Iris

will be responsible for providing cus-

tomer service and sales support for the

Viscor sales team. 

NORA LIGHTING President and

CEO, Fred Farzan, announces the

appointment of Rutenberg Sales as the

new commercial agency for Ontario.

Rutenberg Sales is based in Missis-

sauga and has been in business since

1975. Owner Norm Rutenberg will

oversee Nora sales activities. “Nora is

fortunate to have the Rutenberg team

on board as we increase our market

presence in Canada,” said Fred. “With

more than 40 years experience, Ruten-

berg offers customers a broad range of

technical expertise and product knowl-

edge, and is well positioned to lead on

LED lighting installations.”

Keeping Current...

industrynews

Owen Suchar
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ARIEL TECHNOLOGY INC., a

Canadian manufacturer of industrial

control panel and electrical enclosure

climate control products, welcomes

Laplante et Associés as its exclusive

manufacturers' agent in Quebec.

Founded in 1955, Laplante et Associés

brings a wealth of electrical industry

knowledge, contacts and sales excel-

lence that will benefit Arieltech as they

grow the Quebec and Eastern Ontario

territory. For all quotes, sales inquiries,

pricing or general information, call

Laplante et Associés at 1.800.241.8858

or e-mail info@laplante.co.

CONVECTAIR announces appointment

of Jean-Christophe Samson as Sales

Representative for the greater South

Shore of Montreal. Since taking office,

Jean-Christophe has successfully devel-

oped the Mon-

treal, Ottawa

and Gatineau

regions. He will

now assume

responsibility

for the south-

western terri-

tory of Quebec,

including Estrie

and Mon-

térégie, from

Étienne Bouvrette. Jean-Christophe can

be reached at 514.966.2046 or e-mail:

jeanchristophe.samson@convectair.ca.

HILTI NORTH AMERICA announces

the promotion of Avi Kahn, Region

Head and Chief Executive Officer of

Hilti North America, to the Hilti Group

Executive Board effective January 1,

2020. Over his 15-year career, Avi has

held various roles of increasing responsi-

bility after starting with the company in

2004 in San Francisco as an account

manager, demonstrating and selling Hilti

products to area contractors. Avi was pro-

moted to the role of Region Head and

CEO of Hilti North America in January

2017 from Hilti Canada, where he served

as General Manager beginning in 2011. 

Martina McIsaac, currently General

Manager of Hilti Canada, will be pro-

moted to Region Head and Chief

Executive Officer of Hilti North Amer-

ica. Martina was chosen after a compre-

hensive internal search for a candidate

with a proven track record of success,

deep understanding of the business and

commitment to company culture. Mar-

tina joined Hilti in 2013 as a senior

management candidate and in 2014

became a division manager. Three years

later she was promoted to her current

role as General Manager for Canada. 

Dan Wade, currently Division Manager

for the Midwest located in the Central

Market Organization, will succeed Mar-

tina as General Manager of Hilti

Canada. With this role, Dan will join the

Hilti North America Executive Manage-

ment Team. Dan has been with Hilti
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since 2007 when he joined the company

in the technical services department

after first serving as an engineering

intern. Over his 12-year career, Dan has

held a number of positions of increasing

responsibility in engineering, marketing

and sales before taking on his current

role in 2016 as a Division manager.

ALBERTA ELECTRICAL ASSOCI-

ATION (AEA) is evolving alongside the

electrical industry. To reflect their growth

and ongoing commitment to members,

they’ve chosen to change the non-profit

organization’s name to the ALBERTA

ELECTRICAL ALLIANCE. The rec-

ognized AEA abbreviation stays intact

along with their core values of education,

connection, networking, strength, power,

and advocacy. As an Alliance, the AEA

hopes to convey a statement to the indus-

try – they’re here to align with all facets

of the electrical industry from manufac-

turers to wholesalers, agents to inspec-

tors, utilities to contractors, and everyone

in between. As the industry grows and

changes, the AEA is focused on building

strong industry connections and inviting

new innovators to join a dynamic

Alliance that gives back to the trade. “It’s

important to us that we align with all of

the different pockets of the industry,”

says Tara Ternes, Alberta Electrical

Alliance Executive Director. “Our mis-

sion is to embrace the diversity of the

industry, continue to support our mem-

bers and create new connections across

Alberta.” For more information about the

Alberta Electrical Alliance, visit

www.albertaelectricalalliance.com.

BRIGHTLINE, a leading manufacturer

of energy efficient lighting systems,

announced NRG Management will

represent the company in Canada

throughout the province of Quebec,

including the Ottawa region. With three

offices throughout the area, NRG will

handle sales and support of Brightline’s

complete product line. “This partnership

is a valuable opportunity to expand our

presence in Canada, particularly for

companies that are adopting advanced

AV technologies,” said Kathy Katz,

Brightline managing partner. “We look

forward to working with NRG to bring

better lighting to commercial facilities in

Montreal, Ottawa, and beyond.”

AIMLITE announces the appointment

of two new members to its team:

Peter Danakas joins AimLite as the

company's new Business Development

Manager. Peter, alongside Kevin

Smee, Vice President of Sales, will be

responsible to

identify and

develop busi-

ness opportu-

nities in order

to achieve the

sales objec-

tives in line

with the com-

pany’s busi-

ness strategy.

Peter will also

be building strategic business relation-

ships in order to help continue to grow

the brand.

Patrick de Guise joins the company as

its new Director of Quotes and Inside

Sales. In this new role, Patrick will be

challenged to

develop the

Quotes and

Inside Sales

Team to offer

personalized

support to the

AimLite team.

Additionally,

AimLite has

established a

new marketing

team comprised of Stéphanie

Dubernard as the company’s Digital

Marketing & Communications Man-

ager, in charge of developing AimLite’s

digital marketing and communications

strategy, Carolina Pérez-Serrano as

Marketing Coordinator and Alicia

Salvador Guedes, Graphic Designer.

OUELLET CANADA General Man-

ager, Louis Beaulieu, announces that it

has opened its new offices just across

the bridges in Lévis, in a Logisco build-

ing in the Carrefour Saint-Romuald

shopping complex. Ouellet Canada Inc.

has been a leading Canadian designer

and manufacturer of electric heating

products for residential, commercial

and industrial environments for over 50

years. Located in the L'Islet region, the

company has experienced significant

growth both nationally and internation-

ally. In recent years, Ouellet has

expanded with acquisitions and new

divisions in Calgary, Sherbrooke and

China. The company decided to open

offices in Lévis to support this growth,

attract new talent and reduce travel

times for employees living in the

greater Quebec City area. Labour short-

ages and the need for increasingly spe-

cialized skills and qualifications also

contributed to this decision. Miguel

Robichaud, the company's engineering

department coordinator, said: “I'm very

happy with the impact the new offices

have had because they have already

helped us recruit qualified and experi-

enced people who may not have consid-

ered joining a company in L’Islet. Of

my team of 10, six live in Lévis-

Québec, which is a strong retention fac-

tor. The offices are also modern and

attractive. It's been a great initiative!”

Ouellet is firmly committed to keeping

its head office in L'Islet. The opening of

these new administrative offices will

help to support the company's growth

in the coming years.

SONEPAR CANADA announces the

launch of new mobile applications for

Gescan, Vallen, Sesco and Lumen. The

mobile apps were officially released in

June of this year and features barcode

scanning, access to pricing, product

availability, store locator and much more

– 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The new

mobile app is changing the way cus-

tomers can interact with the operating

companies within Sonepar Canada. “All

our digital solutions are driven for con-

venience regardless of how our cus-

tomers choose to transact,” said Sonepar

Canada Vice-President of eCommerce

and Digitalization, Gaurav Sharma.

“This new tool adds additional flexibility

and functionality to connect and transact

with us – while on the go.” The Gescan,

Vallen, Sesco and Lumen mobile apps
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are all available for download from the

Apple Store and Google Play.

MAGIC LITE announces the appoint-

ment of Inter-Lite Sales (ILS) as the

agent of record for all specification and

the electrical distributor network in the

province of British Columbia, effective

September 27th, 2019. With office

locations in Victoria and Coquitlam,

Inter-Lite Sales is well positioned to

service the needs of the electrical dis-

tributor, contractor, lighting design,

architectural, and engineering commu-

nities. For contact information, visit

www.inter-lite.com.

BELUCE CANADA INC., formerly

Beghelli Canada, announced that

Michelle Zeiger accepted the position of

National Sales Manager, Canada starting

September 3, 2019. Michelle has been in

the electrical

industry for

many years and

with Beghelli

for 8 years in

roles of increas-

ing responsibil-

ity. As the new

National Sales

M a n a g e r ,

Michelle is

responsible for

the sales department and agents across

Canada. Michelle will report to General

Manager, Bruno Ardito.

STANDARD STANPRO announces

that Salma Siddiqui has joined the

company’s sales team in Ontario as a

Regional Sales Manager. Salma has

worked in the electrical industry for 10

years and has over 20 years of experi-

ence in sales where she led sales team

all across Ontario. She brings a good

understanding of the Ontario market

and its needs. Salma can be reached at

salma.siddiqui@standardpro.com.

STANDARD STANPRO also announces

the appointment of Natacha Piccirilli

as National Director of Inside Sales

and Quotes. In this role, Natacha will

be responsible for building the com-

pany’s strategies in terms of inside

sales, quotations and energy savings, in

collaboration with two newly promoted

team members: Valérie Lefebvre,

Inside Sales Manager;  Jean-Philippe

Teillet, Quotes, Energy Saving and Lay-

out Manager. Natacha can be reached at

Natacha.Piccirilli@standardpro.com.

WESTBURNE announces that Net-

work Solutions Specialist, Brandon

Rebidoux, has successfully acquired

his CCNA (Cisco Certified Network

Associate) designation with Cisco Sys-

tems Ltd. Brandon joins his Cisco certi-

fied teammates, Jeff Brown, Neal

Pinto and Rommel Carrillo, in provid-

ing advanced

t e c h n o l o g y

solutions for

Wes tburne’s

c u s t o m e r s .

This certifica-

tion is a reflec-

tion of Bran-

don’s deep

expertise with

enterprise and

industrial net-

work routing and switching, which is a

core component of the services offered

by Westburne's Automation, IoT and

Authorized Service Provider teams.

POWERCO CANADA INC. Principal,

Scott Lee, announces the company’s

appointment as the Alberta representative

for EXM Manufacturing, Canada’s

leading custom enclosure manufacturer.

EXM offers a complete line of enclosure

products, specializing in accurate quick

delivery of custom applications for a

wide variety of market applications,

EXM also offers over 29,000 standard

products for any and all electrical

requirements. EXM has developed an

exciting user based “BOXCAD” enclo-

sure configuration tool, a unique online

configurator providing the world’s best

and fastest way to order custom enclo-

sures. “We are looking forward to a

wonderful relationship with EXM as

another high-quality manufacturer joins

our team of solutions at Powerco,” said

Scott. For more information, contact

Powerco at 1.877.252.6565.

HAMMOND POWER SOLUTIONS

(HPS) has announced the release of

their its redesigned website. The new

website has been designed to reflect the

needs of its diverse customer base and

provide a user-friendly experience with

improved navigation and functionality.

In an effort to deliver a better user

experience, the mobile responsive site

includes many new features to help

users quickly and easily navigate the

site to find the products and informa-

tion they need. “We are excited to be

able to provide our customers,

investors and partners with an

improved digital experience,” stated

Michael Frayne, Director of Market-

ing. “The new layout, clean design and

online tools are better aligned with the

needs of our customers.” To learn about

upcoming trade shows, new product

announcements, investor relations

news, and career opportunities, visit

www.hammondpowersolutions.com. 

STELPRO announced the appointment

of Dany L’Heureux to the position of

National Sales Director - Retail, as of

September 30, 2019. Reporting to

Pierre-Yves Martin, Vice President

Sales and Business Development, Dany

is mandated to lead and implement solu-

tions that will enable Stelpro to achieve

its strategic

objectives and

continue its

growth in the

retail sector.

His training in

e l e c t r i c i t y ,

combined with

over 20 years

of experience

in the retail and

h a r d w a r e

industry where he held varying positions

from merchandising to sales manage-

ment will be an asset. “I’m very enthusi-

astic to welcome Dany to the Stelpro

team,” said Pierre-Yves. “Thanks to his

vast experience and his in-depth knowl-

edge of the retail environment and its

key actors he will be able to contribute

significantly to our growth and to the

success of our partners.”
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This terminology is quite prominent in the industry, but it

appears that some installers of electrical equipment have a bit

of difficulty in differentiating ground fault circuit interrupters

and ground fault protection. And what is the difference

between a typical overcurrent protective device and a ground

fault circuit interrupter?

In general, a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is a

device that detects dangerous ground faults and automati-

cally turns off the power – to prevent electric shocks.

The electrical industry practitioners are well aware that

there is a Class A GFCI, which provides personnel protection

and operates when a fault current to ground (leakage current)

exceeds 5 milliamps, and there is a Class B GFCI that pro-

vides equipment and circuit protection and trips when a fault

to ground current exceeds 20 milliamps. Some GFCIs func-

tion as appliance leakage current interrupters (ALCI).

A Class A GFCI is also intended to open the circuit to the

load if the neutral conductor is inadvertently grounded

between the interrupter and the load.

Typical ground fault protection devices are intended to pro-

tect electrical equipment with different trip levels set as low

as practicable, so normal operation of equipment would not

be interrupted.

It should be noted that GFCIs and various types of ground

fault protections are designed to automatically open the cir-

cuit to the load when a ground fault current level is less than

a ground fault current or short circuit current required to

operate the circuit overcurrent device.

However, the best place to find the difference between these

various means of interrupting ground faults is the Canadian

Electrical Code, Part I (CE Code).

First of all, let’s take a look at the relevant definitions

offered by the CE Code.

Ground Fault – an unintentional electrical path between a part
operating normally at some potential to ground, and ground.

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) – a device that
functions to interrupt a circuit or portion of a circuit, within a
predetermined time, when a current to ground exceeds some
predetermined value that is less than that required to operate
the overcurrent protective device of the supply circuit.

Consultant’s Corner

By Ark Tsisserev, P.Eng.

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters & Ground
Fault Protection – What’s The Difference? 
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Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter, Class A (Class A GFCI) –
a ground fault circuit interrupter that will interrupt the circuit
to the load, within a predetermined time, when the ground
fault current is 6 mA or more but not when the ground fault
current is 4 mA or less (see Appendix B).

Ground Fault Detection – a means of detecting a ground
fault (see Appendix B).

Ground Fault Protection – a means of detecting and inter-
rupting a ground fault current at a level less than the cur-
rent required to operate the circuit overcurrent device (see
Appendix B).

Overcurrent Device – any device capable of automatically
opening an electric circuit, under both predetermined over-
load and short-circuit conditions, either by fusing of metal or
by electromechanical means.

Some of the CE Code definitions shown above, provide addi-

tional explanatory notes on these definitions in Appendix B as

follows:

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter, Class A (Class A GFCI)
A Class A ground fault circuit interrupter (Class A GFCI) is
an interrupter that will interrupt the circuit to the load when
the ground fault current is 6 mA or more, but not when the
ground fault current is 4 mA* or less in a time:

1. not greater than that given by the equation

where T is in seconds; and I is the ground fault current in
rms milliamperes for fault currents between 4 mA and
260 mA; and

2. not greater than 25 ms for ground fault currents over 260 mA.

* When the ambient air temperature is less than -5°C or more
than 40°C, the minimum tripping current may be 3.5 mA
instead of 4.

In addition, a Class A GFCI is to be capable of interrupting
the circuit to the load, in keeping with the above requirements,
if the identified circuit conductor (neutral) becomes inadver-
tently grounded between the interrupter and the load. 

The prime function of a Class A GFCI is to provide protection
against hazardous electric shocks from leakage current flow-
ing to ground from defective circuits or equipment. It does not
provide protection against shock if a person makes contact
with two of the circuit conductors on the load side of the
GFCI. Class A GFCIs are marked “GROUND FAULT CIR-
CUIT INTERRUPTER CLASS A” or with an abbreviated form
such as “GFCI CL A", "GFCI A”, or “CL A” where the area
available for marking makes the complete text impracticable.
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Ground Fault Detection
Ground fault detection devices (or devices and remote cur-
rent sensors making up a detection system) are devices that
detect a ground fault and provide an indication or alarm, or
both, that a ground fault has been detected. They do not nec-
essarily control or interrupt ground fault current and are
therefore not considered a form of ground fault protection.

Ground Fault Protection
Ground fault detection devices that indicate a ground fault
but do not control or interrupt ground fault current are not
considered a form of ground fault protection. Users of this
Code should refer to Canadian Electrical Code, Part II Stan-
dards for design, construction, and performance require-
ments for each particular type of ground fault protection
mandated by this Code.

It is clear from these CE Code definitions and explana-

tory notes, that ground fault circuit interrupters are designed

and constructed - to open a circuit upon presence of a pre-

determined level of a leakage current or a ground fault cur-

rent, which is less than setting or rating of overcurrent

devices designed to automatically open the electrical circuit

if the circuit current reaches a value that will produce a dan-

gerous temperature in the apparatus or conductor.

The CE Code provides requirements for installation of

ground fault protection in feeders and circuits supplying

very specific equipment. For example, ground fault protec-

tion is mandated by the CE Code for each feeder for distri-

bution equipment on fixed or floating piers, docking facil-

ities, and boathouses, with the ground fault setting suffi-

cient to allow normal operation of the distribution equip-

ment, but in no case greater than 30 mA. (see Section 78 of

the CE Code).

Rule 64-112, which applies to interactive inverter or power

conditioning unit connected to the supply authority system,

mandates ground fault protection for equipment from all

ground fault current sources, and requires ground fault pro-

tection devices for use with supplies connected to those load

side terminals which are suitable for back-feeding.

Rule 62-116 mandates installation of ground fault protec-

tion - to de-energize all normally ungrounded conductors of

electric heating cable sets, heating panel sets, and fixed

infrared radiant heaters of the metal-sheath glowing ele-

ment type, with a ground fault setting sufficient to allow

normal operation of the heater.

Rule 34-302 requires to provide secondary-circuit

ground fault protection for neon supplies in signs and

outline lighting.

Rule 26-956 mandates ground fault protection to de-ener-

gize all normally ungrounded conductors supplying the sub-

mersible pump, and a ground fault current trip setting of

such ground fault protection must be adjusted to function as

low as practicable, in order to permit normal operations of

the pump, but in no case shall the ground fault current set-

ting be greater than 10 mA for an operating time period not

exceeding 2.7 s.

It should be noted that some overcurrent devices installed in

certain circuits of solidly grounded systems under conditions

described in Rule 14-102(1) of the CE Code, must be also

equipped with ground fault protection (see below):

14-102 Ground Fault Protection (see Appendix B)
(1) Ground fault protection shall be provided to de-energize

all normally ungrounded conductors of a faulted circuit
that are downstream from the point or points marked with
an asterisk in Diagram 3 in the event of a ground fault in
those conductors as follows:
(a) for circuits of solidly grounded systems rated more

than 150 volts-to-ground, less than 750 V phase-to-
phase, and 1000 A or more; and

(b) for circuits of solidly grounded systems rated 150 V or
less to ground and 2000 A or more.

Diagram 3 of the CE Code depicts where the ground fault

protection required by Rule 14-102 must be located.

Rule 14-102 elaborates in great detail on the location and

types of ground fault protection in circuits of solidly

grounded systems on the required components of a ground

fault tripping system and on operation requirements for vari-

ous sensors in a ground fault protection system.

The CE Code also provides a wide range of requirements

for protection of certain receptacles by a Class A ground fault

circuit interrupter. These requirements are based on the

objective of preventing a shock hazard to the persons using

cord connected appliances plugged into receptacles intended

for equipment maintenance, located in the vicinity of sinks,

shower stalls, bathtubs, or receptacles in buildings of residen-

tial occupancy, when these receptacles are installed outdoors

*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*4

3

2

1
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within 2.5 m of finished grade, etc.

A few examples of such requirements are shown below:

24-116 Receptacles Subject to Standing Fluids on the Floor
or Drenching of the Work Area (see Appendix B)
All receptacles in areas subject to standing fluids on the floor
or drenching of the work area shall be
(1) protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type

26-704 Protection of Receptacles by a Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter of the Class A type (see Appendix B)
Receptacles having CSA configuration 5-15R or 5-20R
installed within 1.5 m of sinks (wash basins complete with a
drainpipe), bathtubs, or shower stalls shall be protected by a
ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type, except
where the receptacle is
(a) intended for a stationary appliance designated for the

location; and
(b) located behind the stationary appliance such that it is inac-

cessible for use with general-purpose portable appliances.

26-710 Receptacles for Maintenance of Equipment Located
on Rooftops (see Appendix B)
Receptacles required by Rule 2-316 for maintenance of heating,
ventilating, air-conditioning, and similar equipment located on
a rooftop shall be
(1) protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type

26-722 Protection of Residential Occupancy Receptacles
Installed Outdoors by a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
of the Class A type (see Appendix B)
Except for vehicle heater receptacles provided in confor-
mance with Rule 8-400, all receptacles installed outdoors
and within 2.5 m of finished grade shall be protected with a
ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type.

38-085 Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter Protection for
Personnel
(1) Each 125 V, single-phase receptacle installed in pits,

hoistways, elevator and enclosed vertical platform lift car
tops, and escalator or moving walk wellways shall be of
the Class A ground fault circuit interrupter type.

58-308 Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter
Each 125 V, single-phase receptacle installed in machine
rooms, control rooms, machine spaces, control spaces, and
counterweight enclosures shall be protected with a ground
fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type.

64-410 Receptacles for maintenance
Receptacles installed for maintenance of the wind turbine
having CSA configuration 5-15R or 5-20R shall be protected
by a ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type.

66-404 Receptacles
Receptacles having CSA configuration 5-15R or 5-20R installed
in itinerant midways, carnivals, fairs, and festivals and intended
to supply loads in outdoor or damp locations shall be protected
by ground fault circuit interrupters of the Class A type.

68-064 Receptacles
(2) Receptacles located between 1.5 m and 3 m of the inside

walls of a pool shall be protected by a ground fault circuit
interrupter of the Class A type

72-110 Connection Facilities for Recreational Vehicles and
Mobile Homes (see Appendix B)
(4) The receptacle described in Subrule (1)(a) or (b) shall be pro-

tected by a ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type.

76-016 Receptacles
Receptacles having CSA configuration 5-15R or 5-20R
installed to provide power for buildings or projects under
construction or demolition shall be protected by ground fault
circuit interrupters of the Class A type.

78-050 Receptacles (see Appendix B)
(5) All receptacles rated at 125 V, 15 A or 20 A installed in

conformance with Subrule (1) shall be protected by a
ground fault circuit interrupter of the Class A type.

86-306 Receptacles for Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment
(see Appendix B)
(2) When the receptacle referred to in Subrule (1)(a) is

installed outdoors and within 2.5 m of finished grade, it
shall be protected with a ground fault circuit interrupter
of the Class A type.

It should be noted that in addition to the receptacles indi-

cated in the examples above, the CE Code also mandates that

other electrical equipment must be protected by a Class A

ground fault circuit interrupter, if such equipment is located

in a vicinity of swimming pools, represents a bare element

water heater,  a heating device which is installed less than 1.8

m above the floor and less than 1 m from a sink, or a switch

installed within 1 m from a bathtub or shower stall.

It is interesting to note that although a ground fault detection

does not interrupt the ground fault current, it automatically initi-

ates a visual and audible alarm to indicate the presence of the

ground fault to qualified persons. So, it could be considered as a

part of ground fault protection. It should be also noted that the

ground fault circuit interrupters, ground fault protection and

ground fault detection devices are designed, constructed, tested,

marked and certified to the CSA C22.2 No. 144 series standards.

Hopefully this was helpful in clarifying the difference between

the referenced ground fault protection devices. And, as usual, the

local AHJs should be consulted for specific issues related to

installation of GFCIs and ground fault protection devices.

Ark Tsisserev is a Principal with AES Engineering, electrical
consulting company, and is a registered professional engineer
with a Master’s degree in Electrical Engineering. Prior to
becoming a consultant, Ark was an electrical safety regulator
and Chief Electrical Inspector for the City of Vancouver. He is the
immediate Past Chair of the CSA TC for the CE Code, Part 1 and
of the CSA Strategic Steering Committee for the requirements of
Electrical Safety. Ark also represents the CE Code Committee on
the CMP-1 of the National Electrical Code. Ark can be reached
by e-mail at ark.tsisserev@AESengr.com.
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With all of the attention on the new 2018 Edition of IEEE

1584 Guide for Performing Arc-Flash Hazard Calculations, I

thought it would be appropriate to ensure that industry under-

stands that the CSA Z462 Workplace electrical safety Standard,

2018 Edition includes two methods to determine “additional

protective measures” when an Arc Flash Risk Assessment is

completed for an energized electrical work task.

I am concerned as well that a lot of the “arc flash” and “arc

flash awareness” training out there may not communicate and

train on this method properly.

The 2018 Edition of CSA Z462’s Arc Flash Risk Assessment

process is significantly different than previous additions. A true

risk assessment process is required to be followed first and then

determine arc flash PPE, the working distance, the arc flash

boundary distance and appropriate safety related work practices

to apply to the energized electrical work task in order to reduce

risk. This process is also completely separate from the require-

ment for an Energized Electrical Work Permit (EEWP).

How Do I Use the Arc Flash PPE Category Method?
In CSA Z462 Clause 4.3.5 Arc Flash Risk Assessment is

where you need to start. An arc flash risk assessment requires

three initial steps to be completed:

1. Identify if an arc flash hazard exposure exists for the

By Terry Becker, P.Eng., CESCP, IEEE Senior Member

Safety MeasuresSafety MeasuresELECTRICALELECTRICALELECTRICAL
“Elimination is the first priority!

Ensure a risk assessment is completed before
energized work tasks are completed.”

CSA Z462 Clause 4.3.7.3.15 Arc Flash 
PPE Category Method – How Do I Use It?

Photo Courtesy of the Oberon Company
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work task description;

2. Estimate the likelihood of occurrence of injury or damage

to health and the potential severity of injury or damage to

health; and

3. Determine if additional protective measures are required

if you cannot eliminate exposure, including the use of

PPE, to reduce risk to as low as reasonably practicable.

Start by identifying the work task(s) description(s) to com-

plete an assigned Job and if you will be exposed to an arcing

fault and arc flash hazard. Associated with the work task

description ensure the maximum voltage level of exposure is

established, this is required to verify arcing fault sustainabil-

ity and make the correct row selection in CSA Z462 Table 6A.

The following exemptions would apply where an arcing fault

cannot be sustained:

A. Voltage is less than 30V.

B. Electrical equipment is 120/240VAC single phase power

or control.

C. Electrical equipment is 208VAC three phase and sourced

from a transformer that is 30kVA or less.

D. 12VDC, 24VDC, 48VDC or 125VDC control power.

You then reference the new CSA Z462 Table 2 Estimate of

the likelihood of occurrence of an arc flash incident for AC

and DC systems as the next step. Some of the work task

descriptions do not indicate the voltage so you need to refer-

ence the exemptions above.

CSA Z462 Table 2 will advise you of the likelihood of

occurrence of an arcing fault and arc flash for the listed work

task description as “YES” or “NO” based on an assessment of

the condition of maintenance of the electrical equipment that

the work task will be performed on as “ANY, NORMAL or

ABNORMAL.”

With respect to risk assessment and likelihood of occur-

rence you need to be qualified & competent to perform the

work task(s) and need to manage your human performance to

control the probability of error. Ensure the work area is clean

and you can egress the work area if required. 

If CSA Z462 Table 2 indicates “YES” then “additional pro-

tective measures” shall be determined to reduce risk. As a

component of the determined “additional protective meas-

ures” you will determine what full body arc flash PPE you

require to wear in order to effectively manage potential sever-

ity of injury or damage to health when executing the ener-

gized electrical work task(s).

As mentioned above the employer can proactively have arc

flash hazard calculations completed for 208V to 15kV electrical

equipment using the IEEE 1584 formulas by a P.Eng. Electrical

Engineer and a P.Eng. stamped report issued and the arc flash

hazard data included on an Arc Flash & Shock Equipment

Label that would be labeled on electrical equipment and used

by a Qualified Electrical Worker to determine “additional pro-

tective measures.” If these calculations are not completed then

CSA Z462 provides the Arc Flash PPE Category Method to

determine “additional protective measures.” You use CSA Z462

Table 6A, 6B and 6C after referencing CSA Z462 Table 2.

Here is a more detailed procedure to follow when using the

CSA Z462 Arc Flash PPE Category Method.

1. Follow a Work Flow process for your company. Jobs are

assigned to Qualified Electrical Workers planned or reactive

(unscheduled). A Work Order is issued.

2. After the Job is assigned identify the discrete energized

work task(s) that will be required to be executed in order

to complete the Job. For example, troubleshooting a

600VAC, 20hp motor starter that operations has called and

advises they cannot get the motor to start.

3. Before you leave the maintenance shop you already know

that you will have to:

a) Identify the motor and motor starter, use a single line

diagram.  Inspect the electrical equipment, any visible

signs of an abnormal condition? You may attempt to start

the motor using an On/Off or Hand-Off-Auto switch.

b) You will return to the Electrical Room or location

where the MCC is located. You will have to isolate the

motor starter by opening the circuit breaker with the

MCC starter bucket door closed.

c) You will need to open the hinged door on the motor

starter bucket.

d) You will complete a visual inspection of the inside of

the motor starter.

e) You will need to use your test instrument (e.g. DMM)

to test for voltage on power and control circuits and

circuit parts to complete diagnostics/troubleshooting

to determine why the motor will not start.

4. In Item 3. above several of the discrete work tasks listed may

expose you to arc flash and/or shock hazards.  Each work

task has to be assessed individually. Besides completing an

Arc Flash Risk Assessment, you will also have to complete

a Shock Risk Assessment for the work task descriptions.

5. For arc flash you now reference CSA Z462 Table 2 and

locate the work task description(s). The seventh work task

described as “For AC systems, work on energized electrical

conductors and circuit parts, including voltage testing” is

selected and used. It indicates that for Equipment Condition

“ANY” and likelihood of occurrence as “YES.”

M A G A Z I N E

Have you RENEWED your COMPLIMENTARY subscription?

Has your address changed? Make sure there will be no interruptions to the delivery of your magazine and e-mail your change
of address to info@electricalline.com.

If you are not getting your own copy of Electrical Line Magazine, go to electricalline.com/subscribe and SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
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6. Based on an assessment of “condition of maintenance” as

ANY, NORMAL or ABNORMAL the likelihood of

occurrence of an arcing fault and arc flash is indicated as

YES or NO. In CSA Z462 Table 2 opening the hinged

door and completing the voltage measurements would be

indicated as “YES” for “ANY” equipment condition.

7 If the indication of likelihood of occurrence is “YES” you

will need to determine “additional protective measures.”

See CSA Z462 Clause 4.3.5.3. This includes determining

appropriate safety related work practices (following your

company’s Electrical Safety Program and it’s Work Flow

you may need to fill out an Field Level Hazard Assess-

ment (FLHA) at the location the work task(s) will be per-

formed at, complete and document a Job Safety Plan, and

follow specific policies such as when you can work alone,

you may need to use a procedure, etc..), the arc flash

boundary distance and the arc flash PPE you will be

required to wear when an arcing fault occurring is likely

and you are inside the arc flash boundary distance. FYI,

the arc flash boundary distance is only real at the point in

time when the work task been completed could result in an

arcing fault been created or occurring.

8. Using the Arc Flash PPE Category Method for AC work

tasks reference CSA Z462 Table 6A “Arc-flash PPE cate-

gories for alternating current.”

9. Identify the electrical equipment description and voltage

level that applies to your Job in Table 6A that the work

task will be performed on.

10. Confirm that for the electrical equipment you will be

working on you comply with the parameters listed for

maximum available fault current and maximum fault

clearing time.

11. To determine the maximum available fault current, you

must confirm the transformer kVA and %Z or for a gen-

erator the kW rating and X"d. Calculate or reference a

look up table for the maximum available fault current that

the transformer or generator could deliver (Table 1).

12. With respect to the maximum available fault current CSA

Z462 Table 6A in the notes advises of typical electrical pro-

tective devices typical opening times e.g. molded case circuit

breaker in branch circuit application 1.5 cycles (Table 2). 

13. After you confirm that you comply with the parameters,

you can use the Arc Flash PPE Category # in the Table 6A

row to determine the arc-rated PPE you will have to wear

to execute the energized electrical work task. The row in

Table 6A also lists the working distance to apply and the

arc flash boundary distance that applies to the work task.

14. Go to CSA Z462 Table 6C Personal protective equipment

(PPE) and convert the Arc Flash PPE Category # that you

determined from Table 6A to a minimum Arc Thermal

Performance Value (ATPV) rating of arc flash PPE.

15. Pre-use check and inspect the arc flash PPE before you

don it and apply it to the energized electrical work task(s).

Rubber insulating gloves with leather protectors provide

arc flash protection for the hands.

The above procedure is a step by step process to use the

CSA Z462 Arc Flash PPE Category Method.  Typical data is

assumed for protective device fault clearing times.   Condi-

tion of maintenance has to be assessed by the Qualified Elec-

trical Worker and normal operating conditions confirmed.

Terry Becker, P.Eng, CESCP, IEEE Senior Member is the first
past Vice-Chair of the CSA Z462 Workplace electrical safety
Standard Technical Committee and currently a Voting Member
and Working Group Leader for Clause 4.1 and the Annexes.  Terry
is also a Voting Member on the CSA Z463 Maintenance of
electrical systems Standard and a Voting Member of the IEEE
1584 Guideline for Arc Flash Hazard Calculations. Terry has
presented at Conferences and Workshops on electrical safety in
Canada, the USA, India and Australia. Terry is a Professional
Engineer in the Provinces of BC, AB, SK, MN and ON.  Terry is
an Electrical Safety Specialist, Management Consultant, and can
be reached at 587.433.3777 or by email terry.becker@twbesc.ca.

Table 1 – Example of Maximum Available Fault Current

Table 2 – Protective Devices Maximum Fault Clearing Time

Secondary Voltage of 
Transformer (3 Phase)

Transformer kVA %Z Maximum Available Fault 
Current

208V 300 kVA 4% 20.9 kA

480V 2000 kVA 5% 48.2 kA

600V 2500 kVA 5% 48.2 kA

4160V 10000 kVA 4% 34.7 kA

Protective Device Maximum Fault Clearing Time (Total Opening Time)

208/480/600V Molded Case Circuit Breaker 1.5 cycle instantaneous integral trip

480/600V Insulated Case Circuit Breaker 20.0 cycle with a short time fault clearing delay 

1kV to 35kV Power Circuit Breaker, Relay Operated 5.0 cycle instantaneous range, not intentional delay
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T

he opportunity to increase energy efficiencies dramat-

ically is a key driver in the decision to take a vendor-

neutral approach to product selection for lighting solu-

tions. Vendor neutrality, the practice of  using products from

multiple manufacturers in a single solution or application

came to prominence as the lighting industry rapidly transi-

tioned from metal halide and fluorescent lighting technolo-

gies to the vast world of light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

Using lighting and control products from multiple manufac-

turers can maximize lighting solution performance and sav-

ings, while providing significant energy efficiency and flexi-

bility for a lighting project. This deviates from the traditional

approach of having a small pool of manufacturers who relied

on a set distribution channel. Customers regularly relied on

these channels to maintain supplies as replacements were a

routine requirement given the short life of the lighting product.

Total installations of common LED lamps increased six-

fold from 13 million to 78 million from 2012 to 2014. Driven

by enhanced performance and increased affordability, LEDs

are projected to reach over 86 percent of all lighting sales by

2030 (US Department of Energy, 2015).

This shift was something experienced first-hand at lighting

systems and services provider Energy Management Collabo-

rative (EMC). Up until 2014, EMC performed fluorescent

retrofits 95 percent of the time. There were occasional

ceramic metal halide retrofits, but LED retrofits were largely

By Tony Johnson

How Widespread Adoption Of LED Lighting 
Technologies Gave Rise To Vendor Neutrality

The LED Tipping Point Effect:
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cost prohibitive and rare.

There was an interesting aspect to fluorescent retrofits with

strong segregation between fixture manufacturers and com-

ponent (lamps and ballasts) manufacturers.

Unlike today, with LED, there was not much product dif-

ferentiation between fixture manufacturers. A common con-

version for EMC was the Acuity ES8 2x4 kit. It would con-

vert a prismatic or parabolic 2x4 to a volumetric fixture.

Cooper (now Eaton) was one of Acuity’s main competitors

for this product. At one time the two manufacturers battled

over a percentage point or two for fixture reflectivity and a

dollar or two on their material price. They did not control the

lamps and ballasts, so fixture construction material was all

they could affect.

As for the lamp and ballast manufacturers, vendor neutral-

ity was more about maintaining flexibility for customers than

driving extra value. If EMC used GE but the customer

wanted to use Sylvania instead, it was easy to oblige. Every-

thing was similarly priced with comparable performance, so

it did not matter.

In the world of LED, whether it is LED tubes or LED fix-

tures, there are numerous opportunities to maximize value.

Maintaining neutrality can lead to significant benefits in

terms of lower costs, increased energy savings and improved

project paybacks.

Two Factors Driving Change
While many elements were at play, two factors topped the list:

LED Fixtures Sold as Complete Assemblies
Rather than making fixtures and leaving it up to the cus-

tomer to determine what other components were used, LED

fixtures are manufactured and sold as one unit.

Historically, fixture manufacturers probably preferred to

stay out of the light bulb game and lamp manufacturers likely

tried to avoid the metal bending business. This just wasn’t pos-

sible with LED. Their union was a result of needing absolute

photometry to test LED fixtures. Previously, manufacturers

were able to test fixtures using relative photometry, which

meant they would test using a standard lamp and ballast, then

allow designers to adjust their calculations based on whatever

lamp and ballast were being used for the specific application.

With LED, it wasn’t possible, or reasonable, to swap one

manufacturer’s LED or driver with another’s and expect it to

perform the same. This meant that every variation of a fixture

needed its own test because the performance of the fixture

and LED was tied to the overall construction of that fixture.

Absolute photometry was not only driven by necessity, but

by certification agencies such as DesignLights Consortium

(Illumination Engineering Society of North America, 2008).

More LED Chip Purchasing Options for Fixture
Manufacturers Compared to Incumbent Technologies

Every fluorescent lamp coming off the manufacturing line

was nearly identical in performance because fluorescent tech-

nology had matured to the point where only extremely minor

improvements were made, mostly associated with lamp life.

This is not the case with LED.

In the past decade, LED manufacturers have become very
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good at dialing in the colour temperature of the individual

diodes. It used to be acceptable for a 4000 K LED to be any-

where between 3750 K and 4250 K. That has tightened up

significantly, but there is still large variability in the efficacy

of the LED chips coming off the manufacturing line.

Over time LEDs, on average, are achieving better and bet-

ter efficacy, but there are still imperfections in the manufac-

turing process. This means that in a given “batch” of LEDs,

some will be 180 lm/W and others will be 220 lm/W.

LEDs are tested for colour temperature and luminous flux

and then sorted into bins. An LED manufacturer can sell the

220 lm/W LEDs at a premium compared to the lower effi-

cacy product. So, if a fixture manufacturer wants to differ-

entiate itself from its competition, it might pay a little bit

more for those top-notch LEDs. Conversely, a manufacturer

that is trying to drive down the cost of its fixture may be

willing to produce a lower efficacy product because of the

financial savings opportunity purchasing the 180 lm/W

LED chip presents.

Due to these two key factors, we see far more variability

between LED products than we ever did with fluorescent or

metal halide products. This variability impacts the value of an

LED conversion project and is what drives the vendor-neutral

approach EMC takes for its projects.

Key Findings
What does vendor neutrality look like in practice? It’s

essentially an opportunity to determine important factors

including lighting aesthetics, product characteristics (e.g.,

availability and longevity criteria), utility rates and project

payback play in a lighting project.

Table 1 is an example of a lighting fixture list for a big box

retail location that presumably has a similar store layout and

design location-to-location, with many locations in North

America.

In most facilities there would be several other fixture types

of much lower quantity, but this analysis looks at just the

types that would have an ample quantity.

If a customer wants to retrofit this facility and perhaps

many other similar facilities, one common way to get started

would be to put it out to bid. This may have once been an

effective way to start a fluorescent upgrade program. Today,

however, relying on the bid process for an LED upgrade

takes a significant amount of time, negatively impacting the

client’s financial and energy savings potential.

EMC’s prioritization tool, a proprietary web-based applica-

tion, is used to identify the best financial opportunities for a

given customer. Ideal for the budgeting process, the tool pro-

vides immediate analysis that considers site location, energy

costs as well as current utility incentives and rebates. By

incorporating this information, the application provides a

clear plan of action by:

Prioritizing Sites
By importing customer site lists into the prioritization tool,

it can quickly analyze the best opportunities based on energy

rates and potential rebates. Whether it is a few locations or

thousands, it identifies the best opportunities for energy and

cost savings.

Identifying Real Fixture Solutions from a Large Variety of
Manufacturers

The prioritization tool can analyze all manufacturers at

once or one specific manufacturer at a time. For this analysis,

the application was used three separate times, each time with

one manufacturer alone.

Running that existing fixture list through the prioritization

tool with three different manufacturers (two Tier 1 manufactur-

ers and one Tier 2 manufacturer that has historically focused

on exterior fixtures) generated results that overall were very

similar for project payback, but with different ways of getting
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Table 1. Example Lighting Fixture List for a Retail Location
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to that payback as shown in Table 2.

At $75,100, Manufacturer A had the

lowest installed cost of the three manu-

facturers. This achievement was largely

due to inexpensive fixtures that deliv-

ered the lowest annual energy savings

of $23,159. Payback results were in the

middle at 3.24 years.

Manufacturer B had a great high bay

option but provided mediocre solutions

for other items. This resulted in the high-

est installed cost of the three manufac-

turers at $95,900 but also the best annual

energy saving at $28,296. When it came

to payback, the expensive installed cost

extended the timeframe to 3.39 years,

the highest of the three options.

Manufacturer C was in the middle for

both installed cost at $79,675 and

annual energy savings at $25,066. This

was largely the result of providing solid

interior products and very efficient and

inexpensive exterior products. As a

result, Manufacturer C had the shortest

overall payback at 3.18 years.

Which manufacturer is the best? It

depends on who you ask in your organi-

zation. Procurement might say “Manu-

facturer A” or “Manufacturer C” because

they have positive existing relationships

with these manufacturers and they are

already set up in their inventory system.

The energy team might argue “Manufac-

turer B” because they provide the great-

est energy savings of the three. Going

100 percent with any of the three manu-

facturers would not be a terrible decision,

but it also would not be the best.

The optimal decision would be to

take the best of all three and combine

them into a package that minimizes

cost while maximizing energy savings.

As the All Manufacturers column of

Table 3 illustrates, using the high bays

from Manufacturer B, the remaining

interior fixtures from Manufacturer A,

and the exterior fixtures from Manufac-

turer C, you can get not only low cost

but also maximize your energy savings.

This scenario is something that both

procurement and the energy team can

get behind.

Concern About 
Multiple Manufacturers

There are two questions that are reg-

ularly asked about the downside of

going with multiple manufacturers:

“Who coordinates all of this?” and “Is

my warranty going to get compli-

cated?” Let’s address these here:

Who Coordinates All of This?
Start by looking at who coordinates it

now. Is it your internal energy team?

They could certainly handle this slight

increase in coordination on a small

scale, but the likelihood they could

scale up to the volume of projects you’d

like to accomplish is probably slim.

For that reason, it has always best to

work with an implementation partner,

someone who has relationships with

material suppliers, distributors and

labour partners around the country, and

who is well versed in implementing a

multi-vendor lighting solution.

What About That Warranty?
This has become more complicated

since LEDs first became mainstream. It

used to be component manufacturers

that had all the warranty burden. If an
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Table 2. Site Analysis Results

Table 3. Site Analysis Results with Optimized Option
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end user experienced a premature lamp

or ballast failure, they could be easily

tracked down. But realistically, there

just were not that many warranty claims

being made on a $3 lamp or $12 ballast.

Unless there was a serious failure issue,

it was not worth the time.

Fixture manufacturers who histori-

cally did not have much warranty burden

now control the entire fixture and shoul-

der a significant guarantee obligation,

especially as industry standard warranty

periods have climbed to 7-10 years.

Fixtures that are tested to last 150,000

hours should not have a problem being

guaranteed for seven or more years.

With LED, a strong majority of failures

occur early on, likely in the first year,

rather than 5-10 years down the line.

It is likely that manufacturers are far

more concerned about the warranty bur-

den on their books than an end user is of

missing out on a warranty claim. Because

of that, the good manufacturers, the ones

that consider themselves long-term play-

ers in the LED game, have designed their

fixtures accordingly and large-scale fail-

ure should be extremely limited.

However, customers have paid for

these expensive LED fixtures and want

the guarantee. The claim will be larger

than it would have been in the old days

of lamps and ballasts, but the required

information is still the same: manufac-

turer, model number and install date.

Ultimately, implementation partners

are not talking about using 15 different

manufacturers on a single job. They

might consider that many (or more),

but usually three to four manufacturers

are the sweet spot for maximizing

value for a lighting project. As the All

Manufacturer option illustrates in

Table 3, adding a couple of manufac-

turers to achieve the desired project

payback and energy savings over the

life of the fixture is well worth it.

Recommendations
LED lighting has significantly

impacted the lighting industry and

changed the game for lighting retrofits.

Benefitting from these changes requires

that you are:

• Prepared to Do Things Differently –
Staying with old processes and suppli-

ers ultimately will make things more

difficult and keep you from getting the

most out of your lighting project.

• Open to the Idea that the Least
Expensive Product isn’t Always the
Best Product – Paying for the longest

life LEDs could be a waste if retro-

fitting again with newer, efficient

(and likely cheaper) lighting products

in five years delivers better savings.

• Willing to Consider New Manufac-
turers – The field has expanded and

there are new players with great tech-

nologies who can achieve your goals

and help you save more than you

would with your favourite, tried and

true manufacturers.

• Open to Getting Expert Help –
Consider bringing in a resource to

help you navigate the waters of the

LED revolution.

This open-mindedness will pay divi-

dends, not only with your initial project

cost, but the energy savings your new

lighting systems will recognize for

years to come.

Conclusion
Lighting technology has changed to

make vendor neutrality the most desir-

able approach. Today, LED lighting

technologies are sold as complete

assemblies, with an unprecedented

amount of diverse product offerings.

The ability to quickly prioritize sites,

maximize energy savings and speed

project payback are all objectives a

good implementation partner can help

you achieve, along with managing war-

ranties after the project is done. With

more lighting product options come

more opportunities for bottom line and

energy savings. Taking a vendor-neutral

approach to product selection is the best

way to navigate those opportunities dur-

ing your next LED lighting project.

Tony Johnson, Solutions Engineer,
Energy Management Collaborative
(EMC), combines his background in
lighting + controls design and solid-
state light fixture design with his
expertise in energy savings to evaluate
emerging technologies and solutions for
EMC customers. www.emcllc.com
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F

or building owners and their operations staff, lighting

retrofits come in waves. There were electronic ballasts

and then T8 fluorescents, compact fluorescents,

improved-colour metal halides, and now LEDs. All of these

product categories save energy and, in many cases, improve

lighting quality in all types of installations.

Different levels of intervention were required over the

years: sometimes retrofit lamps did the trick; sometimes a

retrofit kit and a bit of rewiring were required. But often an

entirely new fixture was needed to operate new technologies

properly and to light the space effectively. Today’s LED

retrofits are unique in that retrofit lamps and retrofit kits and

complete retrofit fixtures are all available for almost every

type of luminaire you can think of.

In virtually every case, retrofitting to LED will save a build-

ing owner or tenant money over the long term. But (despite

what a salesperson might tell you) there is no one-size-fits-all

LED solution. LED replacement lamps, LED retrofit kits, and

new LED luminaires all offer tradeoffs in terms of initial

costs, long-term energy and maintenance savings, and lighting

quality. Customers should consider multiple strategies, and

question the pros and cons in each application.

Best-Fit Retrofits
Lamp changeouts are certainly easiest, but heat and power

quality issues in existing light fixtures could wreak havoc on

the LED electronics inside, leading to disappointing perform-

ance over the life of the system. In addition, LED retrofit

By Alvaro Garcia

Lamps, Kits, Or Luminaires?
The Right LED Retrofit Strategy:  
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lamps may not fit properly with the luminaire’s optical sys-

tem or outward appearance; the result is poor, perhaps even

uncomfortable or unsafe, lighting quality.

Of course, an entirely new fixture would operate the LED

light source optimally, likely with a fresh look and feel. But

installation costs are far higher in terms of fixture cost, labor,

and disposal of discarded materials.

Discarded legacy lighting equipment can represent a waste

of the owner’s valuable assets. Decorative fixtures and iconic

custom luminaires can be important design elements in pub-

lic and work spaces. This can be less of a concern with com-

modity light fixtures.

LED retrofit kits save energy and match – or often improve

– the quality of light from existing luminaires. LED arrays

with onboard drivers, and newer LED arrays with direct AC

connections, come in all shapes and sizes and are quick to

install. When they are engineered well for proper thermal

management, dimming, and light distribution, then lighting

quality and performance are maintained over the course of a

long lifetime. Finally, the owner’s investment in legacy light-

ing fixtures is preserved with a quick wipe-down of the opti-

cal surfaces.

The basic equations for calculating the payback, or return

on investment, of an LED lighting retrofit remain the same.

You are balancing three criteria: initial installation costs

(including rebates), energy savings, and long-term mainte-

nance savings. But choosing the right solution among the

myriad of LED retrofit strategies is challenging. In addition

to running the numbers, building owners must consider war-

ranty issues, product safety, ease of installation, light colour

qualities, illumination levels, thermal management, glare

control, and overall appearance. These are all crucial factors

in effective lighting. Lighting that has deleterious effects on

occupant productivity or safety can turn any retrofit into a

financial disaster.

Five Myths About LED Retrofits

LEDs Are Too Expensive
When you look at component costs, an LED retro-

fit may be more expensive than the cost of replac-

ing traditional lamps a few times. And fluorescent, compact

fluorescent, and metal halide light sources are already pretty

darn energy-efficient. But consider:

• LEDs are the most energy-efficient electric lighting tech-

nology available.

• The tiny size and highly directional nature of LEDs can

often deliver light better: out of a recessed can; uniformly

across a diffuser; or spread across an area, ceiling, or wall.

• Utility rebates (think ENERGY STAR® and DLC®) can

help reduce the payback for an LED retrofit considerably:

12 to 18 months is common.

• Incandescents are still in wide use: wasting 90 percent of

their energy as heat.

• In some installations, depending on burning cycles, LEDs

could last 20 years or more.
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When assessing the costs of an LED retrofit, be sure to

include all the costs over the life of the system. You’ll find

the savings with the right LED retrofit are substantial, and

always pay back the project costs.

The Lowest-Cost LEDs Will Be Fine
The market for LED lighting is maturing and

becoming increasingly competitive. Manufacturers

compete with less-expensive products and settle for smaller

profit margins. As a result, some LED manufacturers will cut

corners and deliver substandard products. It’s true: you get

what you pay for.

“Cheap” LED products can have insufficient insulation or

exposed electrical elements, introducing electrical shock and

fire hazards. Replacement lamps may just pop right in and

operate on an existing ballast, but they’re so inefficient they

consume more energy than the fluorescents or CFLs they

replaced. Less expensive LED retrofit products often produce

less light or have high light losses; you will need a higher-

wattage product to get sufficient light out of the fixture.

Light quality is sometimes garish or filled with glare;

poor colour qualities may cast people and products in an

unflattering light. Colour can vary widely among replace-

ment lamps from the same manufacturer; sometimes even

lamps shipped in the same carton. These kinds of LED

products increasingly fail to qualify for utility rebates. The

light qualities of LED, and the feel of the lighted environ-

ment, should be equal or superior to the legacy technologies

they replace.

If you get a shorter-term warranty, or one that does not

cover light quality issues well, you may find yourself replac-

ing those “money-saving” LEDs a lot sooner than expected.

Don’t make the mistake of focusing on up-front costs; the

real payoff will come in maintenance and energy savings in

the years ahead.

Instead, look for LED products that have labels from UL,

for safety testing. An ENERGY STAR or DLC listing means

the product could be eligible for utility rebates. These prod-

ucts must meet standards for efficiency, light quality, and

warranties.

LEDs Tend To Discolour 
After Only A Few Years Of Operation
First-generation LEDs did tend to colour-shift –

that is, the light would acquire a greenish hue after just a few

years. This caused tremendous frustration for building own-

ers. Aside from energy efficiency, the primary benefit of

LEDs is their amazing longevity. Reputable lighting manu-

facturers considered such drastic variations in light output

and colour quality to be premature failures.

Thanks to better materials, manufacturing, and circuit

design, colour shift has virtually disappeared from quality

LED products in all categories. Always ask your lighting sup-

plier where the LEDs are sourced. Be sure the LED chips and

modules themselves are manufactured by a leading brand,

not a low-cost knock-off.
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You Must Change Out To
New Fixtures To Accommodate LEDs
LED retrofit lamps and retrofit kits come in a huge

range of configurations and offer selections in light colour

(CCT) and light output (lumens). A retrofit lamp is usually

the easiest solution, with retrofit kits involving some

rewiring; both strategies preserve the existing light fixture.

Quality products that provide a good thermal and optical fit

offer reliable performance and longevity – part of the reason

they can be so cost effective.

Changing out lighting fixtures will almost always have the

higher costs in materials and likely twice the labour compared

to lamps and kits. In addition, patching and repainting may be

required if the new fixture’s footprint is a mismatch. Was there

a significant or recent investment in the lighting fixtures? Will

the additional downtime affect your business operations?

LED replacement lamps and retrofit kits can be integrated

into your overall maintenance program; the luminaires’

appearance should be the same or even better (which is usu-

ally the case when kits using arrays are replacing CFL

lamps). You’re already spending the money on the personnel

and equipment to power down, access, and open the fixture.

Why not “upgrade as you go”? This also lets occupants live

with the new lighting strategy; evaluating the results before

upgrading the entire system.

LED Replacement Lamps Are The Best Solution
The problem with LED replacement lamps is the

power supply. LED replacement lamps carry their

drivers inside. And when LED systems fail, the heat-sensitive

electronics in the driver are often the to blame.

An LED lamp may fit inside the luminaire, but won’t

always work well with the existing ballast. Often ballasts
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must be removed or bypassed to accommodate replacement

lamps. This drives up labour costs, and possibly materials

and disposal costs. The LED replacement lamp is then run-

ning directly on mains power.

In most single-ended (screw-base and pin-base) replace-

ment lamps, the driver is located behind the LED emitters

near the socket and heat sink. In T8 replacement lamps and

tubular retrofit kits, the power supply may have a better posi-

tion, but is sealed inside the 1-inch tube. (Other T8 kits have

remote drivers; again, higher installation costs.) Thermal

management is particularly difficult in higher-output LED

replacement lamps, as higher wattages mean more heat.

However, the potential energy savings remains attractive –

20 to 40 percent – in these higher-wattage applications. Think

warehouses, big box retail, concourses, and arenas where T8,

T5, compact fluorescent, and metal halide lighting are con-

suming a lot of energy. In highbay applications, the rental and

operation of lifts or cherry pickers required to change light

sources often justifies conversion to longer-lived LED. Here it

is even more important to choose a quality product that will

live up to expectations of both lighting quality and mainte-

nance savings for a long, long time.

LED retrofit kits also come with a driver, but careful engi-

neering of high bay products locates the electronics well

away from the LED board’s thermal management structures.

In low- or medium-output retrofit kits (many replacing

CFLs), the power supply can be located toward the front,

allowing better thermal protection, but remain concealed

behind a diffuser or other fixture element.

Asking The Right Questions
There’s a saying: When all you have is hammer, all your

problems look like nails. But every lighting retrofit project

has its own set of requirements, so there is no one correct

strategy for every retrofit. Now that we’ve dispelled some

common myths about LEDs, let’s look at the smart questions

to ask before committing to a particular strategy.

Questions To Ask When Choosing A Retrofit Strategy
1. What exactly does the warranty cover in terms of per-

formance?

2. Are all the installation costs included: materials, disposal,

patching and repainting, cleaning fixtures, etc.?

3. Are the luminaires UL-listed? ENERGY STAR? DLC?

4. Will the retrofit installation interfere with business

operations?

5. After installation, will illumination levels be suitable?

6. Is the light quality as good or better? Will glare or colour

qualities hinder safety or productivity?

7. Are the LEDs sourced from a reputable manufacturer?

8. Are the products designed, installed, and operated to

manage heat properly?

9. Can rebates for certain products shorten the payback?

10. Have all the pros and cons of multiple strategies been

considered?

Inevitably, investing in the right upgrade to LED lighting

will yield a reasonable payback and generate lasting returns.

But commercial building owners must consider all the

approaches to LED retrofits. Whether using replacement

lamps, retrofit kits, or new luminaires, how you choose to

tackle your lighting retrofit, the best strategy is the one that

delivers long-term savings with quality lighting.

Alvaro Garcia is Vice President of Product Management and
Global Engineering at Fulham,  a global leader in cost-efficient
lighting solutions, including LED, Emergency, Fluorescent, and
Control Systems. www.fulham.com
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By Étienne Bolze & Youri Cupidon

Intelligent Heating, A Key
Vector For Energy Efficiency

I

n winter, heating accounts for an average of 60% of the

residential electricity consumption of the Quebec house-

hold. But Quebec is not alone, some regions of the

Atlantic Provinces and British Columbia rely on electric

heat. Lots of cottages in Ontario are also using electricity to

provide heat and comfort. How do we reduce this load with-

out compromising comfort and how do we improve the

energy efficiency of our residential electric heating? At Con-

vectair, we believe that the answer lies in the intelligence of

the control and its information sensors.
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Passive Intelligence
To better understand the importance of the heater’s control

and its temperature sensor for energy efficiency, it would be

beneficial to understand some of the evolutions that these

objects have experienced.

The Bimetal Thermostat
Historically known as the conventional wall thermostat, its

operating principle is based on the expansion of a bimetallic

strip. When it expands sufficiently due to a change in temper-

ature, the strip turns the heating on or off. This type of control

is generally not very precise, nor is it very responsive to tem-

perature variations in the room.

The Digital Thermostat
This type of thermostat is equipped with a probe and program-

ming capabilities that allow it to read and act upon the room tem-

perature more accurately. These probes are also more sensitive to

temperature variations in the room. As a result, it is possible to

get an energy saving of 5 to 10% thanks to the increased sensi-

tivity of these thermostats and the decrease in the heating range.

The Programmable Thermostat
This type of thermostat is characterized by a particular pro-

gramming function. Indeed, this feature offers the possibility of

creating activity schedules that can be lowered at times when it

is less relevant to heat, such as at night or during our absences.

They allow adapting in advance the heating to adjust it to the

daily schedule of the user. A study published by Hydro-Québec

mentions that a decrease of 3˚C for 8 hours each night allows

an additional saving of up to 5% on heating consumption.

The Wall Thermostat Versus Built-in Thermostat
Over the years, we have also seen distinctions in the posi-

tioning of the control. While some heaters, such as baseboards,

place the thermostat on the wall, other types of heaters have

their built-in thermostat directly on the inside. This position

would allow the probe at the bottom of the unit, where the air

is the coldest, to have a more useful reading of the ambient air.

This reading combined with a good device design that cor-

rectly distributes the air in the room offers the user a more

homogeneous comfort. Not experiencing temperature stratifi-

cation problems, the user will be less inclined to compensate

by increasing the degree of heating. The result: energy savings.

Nevertheless, whether on the wall or in the device, these

different types of controls are rigid and do not adapt well to

the real life of the user. Although they can offer energy sav-

ings, they remain constrained to human manipulation. We

could call them “passive”. The next step in the direction of

energy efficiency is devices that adapt to the lifestyle of the

user. We could call them “dynamic” or “active”.

Active And Mindful Intelligence of its Environment
To ensure that the devices can actively work towards

energy efficiency and comfort, it is necessary to improve the
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performance of the information sensors and the intelligence

of the control.

The sensors
Including sensors on heaters helps to identify and act

upon collected information about their environment. The

first of the sensors is the temperature sensor or probe. On

the other hand, it is possible to include other elements onto

heating devices to increase the effectiveness of these prod-

ucts. It is possible, as Convectair has done for its Opera line

of radiant heaters, to include an absence detector on the

front of the device. This eye allows knowing if someone is

present in the room or not. Thus, if the device does not

detect human presence, it will lower its heating temperature

by a few degrees. By automatically reducing its activity at

several moments of absence, the device makes it possible to

save energy in the long term.

Controls
The usefulness, relevance, and impact of the data collected

by the sensors are all the more meaningful when they are

managed and leveraged by intelligent controls. For example,

the Opera’s open window detection feature allows you to

save energy by using data collected by the probe and combin-

ing them with time factors. Indeed, if the sensor detects a

drastic drop in temperature in the room in a short period of

time, the device assumes that a door or window has been

opened. It stops heating and waits for the user to turn the unit

back on. Thus, rather than running at full speed to remedy the

loss, the device stops and saves energy.

In addition, new types of platform-based controls seek to

use the intelligence and sensors of each device with the ben-

efit of centralization. For example, when these platforms

have energy consumption management functions, they use

the information collected by each device and centralize it

allowing the user to graphically display their total consump-

tion. He can therefore take action to increase the energy effi-

ciency of its home.

When these platforms allow it, remote control offers the

user significant gains because they allow overriding pro-

grammed schedules if unforeseen events occur. Also, when

offered, scenario functions automate certain tasks based on

user actions to achieve energy efficiencies. For example,

turning off the lights at night before going to bed could auto-

matically reduce heating by 3˚C. Together, these energy-sav-

ing features can accumulate to create substantial gains in

energy and money.

Finally, as illustrated in the previous example, the more the

objects of the habitat collaborate and communicate together,

the greater the synergy effect and the impact on the energy

efficiency of the home. For these different objects to reach

their full potential, ecosystems integrating connected objects

are essential.

Artificial intelligence
Lately, we have started seeing the inclusion of artificial

intelligence capabilities within the programming of the plat-

forms. Equipped with this new intelligence combined with

the use of sensors on heating units, the heaters can learn

about the user’s daily life and adapt to it. For example, thanks

to an absence detector, the device could understand that no

one has been in the kitchen after 8:00 PM for the last 7 days

while the user’s programmed schedule mentions a presence

up until 10: 00 PM. The platform could therefore, thanks to

its capacity of self-adaptation and self-learning, propose to

adjust the program to accommodate this new reality. Thus, it

would be possible to create even more savings based on

actual usage facts.

The Choice of Heating Method: 
A Relevant and Intelligent Choice

A word must be added about the choice of heating method

in the perspective of saving energy. By choosing radiant wall

units versus traditional electric baseboards, it is possible to

reduce even more the energy consumption of the house with-

out compromising the comfort of the user. Indeed, the com-

bination of direct radiant, diffuse radiant, and convection heat

within a single heater creates a homogenous environment in

which the user will feel comfortable even if the energy con-

sumption was lower.

In addition, for certain types of rooms such as rooms with

cathedral ceilings, radiant heaters are more suitable to offer

energy savings.

Smart Heating, A Key Vector For Energy Savings
As we have seen, heaters can have a wider role than just

heating a room. Indeed, they can act on the energy consump-

tion of the habitat. By using smart sensors and controls, we

can reduce the energy consumption of heaters without com-

promising user comfort. At Convectair, this is what we refer

to as energy efficiency.

Étienne Bolze, former Marketing Coordinator and Youri
Cupidon, Engineering Technical Director at Convectair – a
manufacturer of high-quality electric heating since 1983.
Established in Quebec, Convectair  offers  a wide range of electric
heaters with exclusive design performance and energy savings
that improve the comfort of its customers. www.convectair.com
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Calendar of Events

BUILDEX Alberta

BMO Centre, Calgary

Calgary, Alberta

November 6-7, 2019

BUILDEX is the voice of the building

industry today. This exciting event – the

largest in Alberta – brings together talent

from across industry to interact, learn and

discover the latest innovations of a market

in constant transformation. BUILDEX

Alberta provides attendees the opportu-

nity to check out the latest and greatest

innovations in industry products and serv-

ices. A robust conference program offers

sessions tailored to each market vertical

and technical updates relevant to

Alberta’s most active development hubs!

BUILDEX Alberta is an event that will

enable Architecture & Design, Construc-

tion, and Property Management profes-

sionals to immerse themselves in dialogue

and build community.

www.buildexalberta.com

The Buildings Show

Metro Toronto Convention Centre

Toronto, Ontario

December 4-6, 2019

The Buildings Show provides an unfor-

gettable experience as North America's

largest event for products, services, edu-

cational programming and professional

networking. We are proud to host this

spectacular event for the design, archi-

tecture, construction and real estate com-

munities for the past 30 years. New for

2019 – PropTech expo, Buildings Con-

nect, in the North Building along with

HomeBuilder & Renovator Expo and the

World of Concrete Pavilion. Buildings

Connect will be a gathering of great

minds for a dynamic showcase of inno-

vative technology directly impacting

people, places, properties, portfolios,

energy use and operational efficiencies

within the built environment.

www.thebuildingsshow.com

EDIST 20 
Conference & Exhibition

Hilton Toronto/Markham Suites 

Conference Centre, Markham, Ontario

January 15-17, 2020

The Electricity, Distribution, Informa-

tion Systems and Technology (EDIST)

Conference & Exhibition is an educa-

tional conference and exhibition address-

ing critical engineering, operational, IT

and management issues faced by

Ontario’s LDCs. Suppliers, manufactur-

ers and service providers have the oppor-

tunity to network and showcase their

products and services. The EDIST Con-

ference & Exhibition presents optimal

opportunities to: share technical knowl-

edge; network with some of the top engi-

neering, operational and IT specialists in

Ontario; and learn about the latest tech-

nological advances that impact the elec-

tricity sector The EDIST program is

determined based on submissions to the

EDA’s Call for Papers.

www.eda-on.ca/events/edist2020

CanWEA Operations &
Maintenance Summit 2020

Mississauga, ON

Hilton Mississauga/Meadowvale

January 29-30, 2020

CanWEA’s Operations & Maintenance

(O&M) Summit is the largest annual

wind operations event in Canada. With

an expected attendance of over 300 wind

energy professionals from across North

America, the CanWEA O&M Summit

serves as a critical meeting ground where

key stakeholders come together to learn

from one another and discuss the latest

opportunities and challenges facing this

rapidly growing sector. As wind fleets

expand and age, the sector’s knowledge

base advances and strengthens resulting

in an array of new options and support

services for operators to strategize and

improve their business. The CanWEA

O&M Summit has proven to be the best

place to get up to speed on the latest

technologies, innovations and services.

www.canwea.ca
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Transform
Build
Innovate

December 4 - 6, 2019
Metro Toronto Convention Centre

thebuildingsshow.com

Transform How 
You do Business

Build New 
Relationships

Innovate the 
Way You Work
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